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The changing nature of globalisation
Financial crisis, pandemic and war have put supply
chains under stress

When the CEO of the worldʼs largest asset management firm proclaims the end of
globalisation, it is time to take note. Larry Fink, the BlackRock founder, recently wrote
in his shareholder letter that the war in Ukraine, coming on top of pandemic-related
supply chain shifts, had put an end to the last three decades of globalisation. He
expected more companies and governments to manufacture and source domestically
and regionally rather than globally. The war, he wrote, marks “a turning point in the
world order of geopolitics, macroeconomic trends and capital markets”.

This is a shift that has in fact been coming for a decade or more. In some senses,
decoupling between the worldʼs largest economies, the US and China, really started the
day after Lehman Brothers fell, when China rolled out its massive fiscal stimulus
program and started rethinking Anglo-American-style financial market liberalisation.

Beijing is not alone in this; many countries have decided that global capital has, for the
past 40 years or so, flown too far ahead of national economies, creating stresses and
inequalities within many nations. Those stresses have sometimes resulted in populist
backlashes against globalisation, commonly defined as the ability of goods, people and
capital to move wherever it is most productive for them to do so.

The last several decades of globalisation created unprecedented prosperity at a global
level. But within most countries, inequality grew. Some of the discontent is about
stagnating wages and lost jobs, particularly for manual workers and the lower middle
classes in rich countries. Most of that is down to technological disruption of labour
markets, but some of it is down to what academics such as David Autor have called
“the China shock”, meaning the ascent of China into the World Trade Organization.
From 2000 onwards, the flow of western capital into a nation with a cheap labour
market of unprecedented size held back industrial wages and jobs in the US. It
contributed to winner-takes-all dynamics in which the majority of income growth was
claimed by the largest multinational companies, China and other Asian high-growth
countries. This was helped by a lack of a proper US antitrust policy and too much
financial and corporate deregulation across the west. In fact, globalisation was never
complete, as Beijing also ringfenced its capital markets and protected strategic
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industries in ways that did not mesh with WTO rules. Smaller developing countries
have long complained that unfettered free trade would hurt them. Now, many rich
countries complain about it too. The solution is not beggar-thy-neighbour trade wars
but shifts in both domestic policy and international institutions to help save what is
best about globalisation, while also helping to reconnect the global economy to
domestic prosperity in ways that make the voting public feel their leaders are looking
out for their interests.

Financial crisis, pandemic and war have indeed focused corporate minds on how global
supply chains could be vulnerable in periods of stress. Chinaʼs plans for a circular
economy may make a more bipolar world a fait accompli. Greater regionalisation will
be the future. Rising wages in Asia, higher energy prices and environmental and social
standards make long supply chains costlier. Regions differ over how to regulate data
and digital economies. More fractious politics will also play a role.

Economic pendulums swing. This cycle of globalisation has lasted 40 years. The hope is
that things do not swing too far in the opposite direction as we move into a new world
order.
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This coronavirus a�ects everyone, but not equally. The young often shrug o�
the virus; the old often die of it. The rich shrug o� the economic shock; the

poor cannot. Because of covid-19, the number of extremely poor people (ie, those
making less than $1.90 a day) will rise by 70m-100m this year, the World Bank
predicts. Using a broader measure, including those who lack basic shelter or clean

water and children who go hungry, the ranks of the poor will swell by 240m-490m
this year, says the un. That could reverse almost a decade of progress (see article). If

a vaccine is found, economies will no doubt bounce back. But widespread
vaccination will take years and the very poor cannot wait that long. By then,
malnutrition will have stunted a tragic number of children’s bodies and minds.
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Governments in rich countries have spent over 10% of gdp to ease the economic
pain. Others cannot be so ambitious. Emerging economies have spent just 3%, and

the poorest nations less than 1%. Safety-nets in low-income countries are cobweb-

thin. Governments there have handed out only $4 extra per person on social
programmes—in total, not per day.

Donors should help. Rich countries are on course to cut direct aid by a third
compared with last year. The imf and World Bank have raised lending, but only 31%
more of the bank’s money has reached poor countries, says the Centre for Global

Development, a think-tank, about half the increase in the global �nancial crisis, a
much smaller shock.
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Governments in poor countries, meanwhile, need to spend their money wisely. Too
many o�er pork for chums and crumbs for the poor. Since the crisis began, Mexico

has provided no new programmes for the hard-up but has given Pemex, the state oil
giant, tax breaks worth $2.7bn, or $21 per Mexican. India has poured $7bn down
coal mines. South Africa is expected soon to con�rm another wasteful e�ort to keep

its money-losing airline aloft. Even when money is earmarked for good ends, it is
too often wasted or stolen. South African investigators are probing possible fraud in
658 contracts worth $300m for covid-�ghting kit. Nigeria’s health ministry bought

some masks for $53 each. In a leaked recording, a voice allegedly belonging to a
Ugandan o�cial gu�aws as she and her colleagues appear to plot to pocket money
meant for alleviating su�ering in the pandemic.

The best way to help the poor is to give them money directly. The simplicity of this
policy makes it less vulnerable to corruption. With a little extra cash in their
pockets, recipients can feed their children and send them back to school. They can
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avoid a �re-sale of assets, such as a motorbike-taxi or a cow, that will help them
make a living in the future. One country that has done well getting cash into poor
pockets is Brazil, despite President Jair Bolsonaro’s habit of downplaying the e�ects

of covid-19. Various measures of poverty there have actually fallen, largely because

the government has sent $110 per month for three months to the impecunious,
helping 66m people. A priority for governments should be basic health care, which
the pandemic has disrupted so badly that vaccination rates for children have been

set back about 20 years.

The crisis requires politicians to make hard choices quickly. Mistakes are inevitable,
given how much remains unknown about the disease. But some are inexcusable.

India’s sudden lockdown threw millions of migrant workers out of their urban jobs
and lodgings, forcing them to head back to their villages on foot or crowded trains,

spreading the virus far and wide. South Africa barred people from leaving home at
night but then evicted tens of thousands of squatters from shacks on public land,
with no place to go. Politicians governing remotely from their comfortable home

o�ces should think harder about how their decisions might a�ect those whom
covid-19 is plunging back into dire poverty. It is shameful when their responses to

the pandemic add to the su�ering of the least fortunate. 7
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